We have designed, built and operated a physical pendulum which allows one to demonstrate experimentally the behaviour of the pendulum under any equation of motion for such a device for any initial conditions. All parameters in the equation of motion can be defined by the user. The potential of the apparatus reaches from demonstrating simple undamped harmonic oscillations to complex chaotic behaviour of the pendulum. The position data of the pendulum as well as derived kinematical quantities like velocity and acceleration can be stored for later offline analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The equation of motion for a simple damped and driven pendulum is easy to find, yet its solutions are phenomenologically rich. By changing the parameters, the behaviour of the pendulum may change from periodic to chaotic. To demonstrate all possible phenomena with a single device it is necessary to apply a well-defined and time-dependent external torque at any given angular position of the pendulum.
The idea presented in this paper is to connect the pendulum both with an angular transducer, which sends angular position data of the pendulum to a computer, and with a torsion spring connected to a stepping motor. The angle ψ between the rotational positions of the axes of the stepping motor and the pendulum, respectively, determines a torque that may depend on the position of the pendulum, its angular velocity, and on time. The stepping motor is controlled in a closed control loop formed by the angular transducer, a control computer, and the motor itself.
Apart from being used in the described closed control loop, the angular transducer also delivers angular position data, with a precision of 8192 steps for one full turn of 360 degrees. This data-recording feature allows for detailed comparisons with computer simulations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . This paper is organised as follows. Section II A describes the mechanical and electronics set up. Software concepts are discussed in Sect. II B. In Sections III and IV we collect and discuss several results of measurements demonstrating a broad range of applications and the usefulness of the device for teaching the many different aspects of the solutions of the equation of motion for a physical pendulum.
II. THE APPARATUS A. Mechanical Set up and Electronics
The mechanical set up consists of an aluminium base structure holding the pendulum, the angular transducer, the stepping motor, and the torsion spring. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the pendulum; a schematic repre- sentation is shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The body of the pendulum is made from stainless steel and consists of a rod with a length of 0.20 m and a set of steel disks to adjust its mass and moment of inertia. By changing the number of steel disks the total mass of the moving part can be adjusted from 0.110 kg to 0.288 kg and the corresponding moment of inertia varies between 1.56 × 10 −3 kg m 2 and 6.61 × 10 −3 kg m 2 . The steel suspension axis divides the pendulum rod in a length ratio of one to three. It is mounted with ball bearings in the aluminium base structure. The axis is connected to the angular transducer. The transducer works optically with a minimum of internal friction. It provides a precision of 8192 steps for a full turn of 360 degrees corresponding to 0.77 mrad per step. The resulting internal friction of the pendulum is caused mainly by the angular transducer and by imperfections of the ball bearings holding the steel axis in the base structure. The position data of the transducer are sent to a digital I/O-card (DAQCard TM -DIO-24, National Instruments) placed in the PCI port of the control computer. A program converts the grey-code of the optical angle encoder into a numerical value for the angle ϕ(t), representing the actual angular position of the pendulum at time t, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The angular position has a periodicity of 2π.
The stepping motor allows driving and holding the motor axis at a well-defined angular position. The employed hybrid motor divides one full rotation into 400 digital steps corresponding to 15.71 mrad per step. The signals for controlling the motor are generated on a drive board connected to the digital I/O-card of the control computer. The torsion spring is made of a thin steel band and was manufactured by a watch-maker. Its spring constant has been determined to 0.251 Nm/rad.
B. Software Concept

The equation of motion
According to Newton's second law, the sum of all acting torques is equal to the product of the moment of inertia I and the angular accelerationφ of the pendulum:
The sum of all acting torques receives contributions from the torque T * generated by the torsion spring via the stepping motor, the restoring torque −T r,max sin ϕ of the gravitational field, a linear friction term −bφ (caused by the air and the control system) and a constant friction term −c sgn(φ) (caused by the internal friction of the ball bearings and the rotation transducer). The value of the function sgn(φ) is defined as 1 forφ > 0, as −1 foṙ ϕ < 0, and as 0 forφ = 0.
The user is able to vary the torque by controlling the stepping motor. The computer control of the motor has been constructed such that the torque generated by the motor has the following functional form 
The physical meaning of the four terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) is as follows. The first term represents the effective gravitational acceleration, the second term is the harmonic driving term, and the last two terms represent the effective friction. The linear or viscous friction term ∝φ is governed by the parameter b eff the (piecewise) constant friction term ∝ sgn(φ) by the parameter c eff .
Changing the parameters marked with * the software control of the stepping motor allows one to set the effective parameters for gravitational acceleration, driving and damping to any value required. This key feature of the system even allows one to compensate for the friction terms completely or to set the effective acceleration of the pendulum in the earth's gravitational field to any value including zero. In the following we shall, however, always suppose that the effective friction parameters satisfy
The control system
The software which has been written to achieve this flexibility basically consists of a closed control loop, which sets the correct position of the stepping motor at any position and velocity of the pendulum at any time. A graphical user interface (GUI) allows convenient control of the parameters of the equation of motion, Eq. (3), for setting up the experiment before or even during motion.
The angular distortion ψ of the spring depends linearly on the torque T * ,
with the inverse of the spring constant D 0 as proportionality factor. This relation defines the angle ψ between the axes of the stepping motor and the pendulum which is required to obtain the desired torque.
The actual position of the stepping motor is determined by the closed control loop. In each run through the loop the actual positions of the pendulum and the stepping motor are compared and, if necessary, the stepping motor is moved one step towards the required position. The speed of the closed control loop is a linear function of the last measured deviation between the actual and the required position of the stepping motor as long as the maximum stepping rate of the stepping motor is not exceeded. The maximum stepping rate is 1300 Hz. As indicated in Eq. (2) the closed control system also induces linear and constant friction terms. Their strengths depend on the parameters b * and c * , respectively. Through the closed control loop these parameters can be adjusted by the user via the GUI. A special method of measurement, which is discussed in Sect. III, allows one to find out the actual values of these constants b * and c * . The angular velocity of the stepping motor is determined by the angular velocity of the pendulumφ and the corresponding angular velocity of the motor axis as required to produce the correct angle ψ for the desired time-dependent torque T * (ϕ,φ, t), related to ψ by Eq. (6). The parameters have to be chosen such that the maximum stepping rate of the stepping motor is not exceeded. A critical parameter for the set up of an experiment is the limited maximum holding torque of the stepping motor (0.494 Nm) to which the mass and the maximum acceleration of the pendulum have to be adjusted. The graphical user-interface has been programmed in C++ using the QT-and Qwtlibraries for the generation of graphical elements. The parameters of the closed control loop, as well as the parameters of the equation of motion, can be selected with the help of various sliders. Several options for measurements can be selected by the user. All recorded position data are saved and can be plotted in different representations.
III. RESULTS FOR A NON-DRIVEN PENDULUM
Without external driving torque, T * 0 = 0, the oscillation of the pendulum exhibits specific different characteristics depending on the selected damping terms.
A. Small elongation and linear friction
In this subsection we suppose that the parameters of the pendulum are chosen such that
We also suppose that the amplitude of the oscillation is much smaller than π/2. Then the nonlinear equation of motion, Eq. (3), can be approximated by using sin ϕ ∼ ϕ which leads toφ
Here we define
The solutions of Eq. (8) are discussed in many textbooks 6 . We have to distinguish three cases.
(i) Underdamping (oscillatory motion)
This happens for
The general solution reads for this case
The free parameters of the solution, Eq. (11), are ϕ 0 andδ. The realization of such a pendulum motion is shown in Fig. 3(a) .
(ii) Overdamping
Here the general solution of Eq. (8) reads
with ϕ + and ϕ − free constants. An experimental realization of this case with our apparatus is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
(iii) Critical damping This happens for
The general solution of Eq. (8) for this case reads
where ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are free constants.
B. Small elongation and piecewise constant friction
Here we suppose that the parameters of the pendulum have been chosen such that
For small oscillations we thus obtain, from Eq. (3), the equation of motion
where ω 2 0 is as in Eq. (9) and
For initial conditions which allow for an oscillatory solution of Eq. (18) this solutions can be constructed in the following way. Writing the elongation and its time derivative at the initial time t i as
a solution of Eq. (18) is given by Inserting the second time derivative of this expression into Eq. (18) one finds thaẗ 
with infinitesimally negative velocitẏ
Here and in the following ǫ > 0 denotes an arbitrarily small positive number. For this choice Eq. (21) implies that
It is easy to check that Eq. (25) gives indeed a solution of Eq. (18) for
that is, until the pendulum reaches its first turning point. If ϕ 0 > 2χ 0 this turning point is located at the negative angle
Now suppose that the initial elongation was ϕ 0 > 3χ 0 , i.e.,
In this case we can continue to construct the solution of Eq. (18), for a further half oscillation period, by setting in Eq. (21)
For times
the solution is given by
Clearly, we can continue this game, provided that we had chosen ϕ 0 > 5χ 0 initially. For the elongations at the turning-point times, t = nπ/ω 0 (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ), we obtain
That is, we find a linear decrease of the maximal elongations with n. The above way of constructing a solution of Eq. (18) ceases to work, though, once the absolute value of the elongation at a turning point is smaller than χ 0 . We define, therefore, n max as the positive integer with the following property
The solution of Eq. (18) with the initial condition (23), (24) then reads
An experimental example of such a motion of the pendulum is shown in Fig. 3(c) where the linear decrease of the maximal elongations, as given theoretically in Eq. (32), is clearly visible. But what happens with the solution (34) for t > n max π/ω 0 ? If ϕ(n max π/ω 0 ) = 0, the equilibrium has been reached precisely at time t = n max π/ω 0 . It can be shown that in all other cases the solution of Eq. (18) given in Eq. (34) cannot be extended for t > n max π/ω 0 .
This simply means that for very small amplitudes ϕ and velocitiesφ the approximation of the friction term by a function c eff sgn(φ) ceases to make sense. In reality, the discontinuous function sgn(φ) must then be replaced by a continuous function, for instance one behaving asφ forφ → 0. For very small amplitudes and velocities the motion of the pendulum will be described by one of the cases discussed in Subsection III A. That is, the pendulum will return smoothly to its equilibrium position.
From data like those shown in Fig. 3 the numerical values of the effective friction parameters b eff and c eff in Eq. (3) can be determined. First, the constant friction term is varied until the amplitude approaches an exponential decrease. This allows to read off from the data b eff /I and, since I is known, b eff . Then the linear friction term is varied until one reaches the undamped oscillation case, that is, absence of the linear friction term. Then the constant friction term can be tuned and determined from the data. This method of measurement is supported by theory only as long as the amplitude of the oscillation is small enough. Nevertheless the results are quite satisfying.
C. Large elongation and no friction
Now we turn to the case of zero effective friction terms which can be easily realized by tuning the torque T * , Eq. (2), appropriately. We abandon the approximation of small elongations of the pendulum and consider the exact equation of motion, Eq. (3), with T r,eff > 0, T * 0 = 0, b eff = 0 and c eff = 0: 
To solve (35) we take as usual 6 the route over the energy theorem. This gives
where, clearly, we must have
We shall discuss here only the case
and set
Denoting again the initial conditions at t = t i as
the solution of Eq. (35) in determined, via Eq. (37), by the integral equation
and the initial conditions must be such that Eq. (43) has a solution with 0 ≤ ϕ 0 < π. The integral in Eq. (42) is of the elliptic type 7 . The pendulum oscillates with a certain period T between ϕ 0 and −ϕ 0 . Contrary to the case of small oscillations, the period T depends now on the amplitude ϕ 0 . From Eq. (42) we find easily
This can be related to the complete elliptic integral of the first kind Figure 4 shows the calculated dependence of this oscillation period T on the maximum elongation ϕ 0 and the verification of this curve by five measurements. The period of oscillation also depends on the value of the effective gravitational restoring torque T r,eff , see Eq. (36). This can be varied by changing the mass of the pendulum, which is quite easy to do, or the effective acceleration due to gravity, which seems to be impossible without leaving the earth or at least its surface. For our pendulum we can vary the effective gravitational torque T r,eff by varying the parameter T * r,max , see Eqs. (2)- (4). At each position of the pendulum the torsion spring adds a well-defined torque. In this way it is possible to demonstrate an oscillation like that which would occur on the moon or without any gravitational field. In the latter case we have ω 0 = 0 and the pendulum just moves with constant angular velocity. This case corresponds to the situation of a pendulum in empty space or in a freely falling laboratory in a gravitational field. That is, we can simulate the conditions prevailing in a space laboratory like the ISS.
IV. RESULTS FOR A DRIVEN PENDULUM A. Resonance phenomena
Here we consider an external driving of the pendulum in a periodic fashion but with small enough amplitude of the driving torque such that the pendulum never reaches the top position. This leads in general, after the transients have disappeared, to an oscillation with frequencies related to that of the periodic driving torque. In this regime we can study resonance phenomena with our device. Tuning the constant friction term in Eq. (3) to zero, c eff = 0, and supposing T r,eff > 0 and b eff > 0 our pendulum's motion is governed by the equation Here ω 2 0 and τ are as in Eq. (9). We shall discuss here only the theory for small elongations. Approximating sin ϕ by ϕ in Eq. (46) we geẗ
Again, as in Sect. III A, we have to distinguish the underdamped, the overdamped, and the critically damped cases. As an example we give the well-known solution for the underdamped case
whereω is given by Eq. (12) and
The constantsφ 0 andδ are arbitrary and are needed to fulfil general initial conditions. After the transients, that is, the terms ∝ exp(−t/τ ) in Eq. (48), have decayed the maximal elongation of the pendulum, ϕ 0 , and the phase shift, δ, can be measured as functions of the driving frequency ν = ω/(2π). The measured points shown in Fig. 5 are compared to the results of the calculation for small elongations in Eq. (49). The data points in Fig. 5 follow nicely the theoretical curves except at the peak of the amplitude in the resonance region, that is for ν ≈ 7 Hz. There the amplitude ϕ 0 gets large and the approximation sin ϕ ∼ ϕ becomes bad.
In Fig. 6 we show results of measurements for ϕ(t) for the driven pendulum starting at t = 0 at ϕ = 0 with some initial velocity. The effect of the transients is clearly visible for 0 ≤ t ≤ 15 s. After this time the pendulum oscillates with the frequency of the external torque.
B. Chaos
Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon of a driven pendulum is chaotic motion 5 . One peculiarity of chaotic motion is that the oscillation of the pendulum will never become periodic, in spite of the fact that it is driven by a periodic force. As long as the amplitude of the driving force is small enough, the pendulum behaves like a harmonic oscillator as discussed in Sect. IV A. By increasing the amplitude of the driving force the behaviour of the pendulum becomes non-harmonic. In this state it is possible to observe both periodic and chaotic behaviour depending on the values of the other parameters in the equation of motion. Figure 7 shows a nonlinear but periodic oscillation, while the motion of the pendulum in Fig. 8 is chaotic. A chaotic oscillation can only be reached if the pendulum turns over the top position at least once. A critical situation is reached when the pendulum just reaches the top with zero velocity there. If the pendulum stops infinitesimally before the top it will fall back to the side where it came from. If the pendulum stops infinitesimally after reaching the top it will continue its motion on the other side. Then, the dependence of the motion of the pendulum on the initial conditions is so strong, that predicting the long term behaviour is practically impossible. This is the regime of deterministic chaos 5 . To analyse the nonlinear behaviour of a driven pendulum it is useful to study its motion in phase space. This is here the two-dimensional space of position ϕ and canonically conjugate momentum, in our case equal tȯ ϕ, the angular velocity. Our device allows us to plot the measured values of the angular velocity of the pendulum vs. its position for each time step. Figure 9 shows the phase-space diagram of a chaotic oscillation. The differences in the phase-space representations of periodic and chaotic oscillations are more obvious if the continuous curve is turned into a discrete one. This can be done by mapping only the points ϕ(t),φ(t) for times t where the phase of the driving torque has some fixed value. This is equivalent to a stroboscopic view of the motion of the pendulum in phase space at the frequency of the driving force. The result is called a "Poincaré map." It is obvious, that the number of points of the Poincaré map is limited if the motion of the pendulum is periodic. Theory predicts that the Poincaré map of a chaotic oscillation should show fractal characteristics 5 . Figure 10 shows a Poincaré map with 4000 data points from a chaotic motion of the pendulum. Our experimental results are in complete agreement with computer simulations made by one of us (T. G.) following Baker and Gollub 5 .
V. CONCLUSION
We have constructed and operated a versatile device for demonstrating the rich range of motional phenomena possible with a damped and driven physical pendulum. The degree of damping, restoring, and driving by an external periodic torque, can all be determined by a computer controlled torsion spring. A computer readout of the position data allows for detailed offline study of the motion. The device can serve as a teaching tool at schools and universities to demonstrate all aspects of oscillatory motion ranging from simple harmonic motion to chaotic behaviour.
